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Region IV        Mid-Michigan Model Makers       Chapter 8

Awards Sponsorship Form
February 4, 2023

The awards available for sponsorship are as follows:
"Best of Show" - $75.00
"Best of Class" - $50.00

"Best of Category" - $25.00
"Heritage Award" - $40.00

(Given to Youth Modeler showing the greatest potential for becoming a quality modeler.)
"Theme Award" - $40.00

(Given to the modeler whose entry best reflects the "Theme" of the Show.)

Sponsor Name_________________________________
Address______________________________________
City________________________ State____ Zip______________
Phone_____________________  Email______________________

Should you choose to sponsor a "Best of Class", "Best of Category", or "Theme" Award, 
please name the Class, Category, or Theme (i.e., "Best Ship", "A-2", or "Whiteout!")  
from the also attached list on the space(s) below so we can give credit where its due.

Award(s) you wish to sponsor:
1) _________________________________________
2) _________________________________________ 
3) _________________________________________

                                                                                        Amount Enclosed: ___________

In case of duplications, the 4-M Club reserves the right to reassign choices. Please make 
checks payable to "Mid-Michigan Model Makers", and return this completed Form to:

Mid-Michigan Model Makers
P. O. Box 291

Freeland, MI 48623

Thank you so much for helping the 4-M Club make a difference.



4M 2023 CLASS and Category: Descriptions

AIRCRAFT

A-1:  1/72 and smaller, all types
A-2:  1/48 all types
A-3:  1/32 and larger, all types

SPACE VEHICLES

B-1:  Real and Fictional Spacecraft-includes non-weaponized rockets and missiles
B-2:  Gundams

MILITARY VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT

         Armored Fighting Vehicles, Full or Half Tracked, including Armored Cars (C-2 to C-4)
C-2:  1/48 and Smaller
C-3:  1/47 to 1/35 and larger, 1945 and EARLIER
C-4:  1/47 to 1/35 and larger, 1945 to PRESENT
C-5:  Non-Armored Vehicles, with or without light weapons, all scales and types
C-6:  Artillery, smooth or rifled bore, muzzle or breech loading
C-7:  Weaponized Rockets and Missiles

FIGURES

          Human figures and busts (D-1 to D-3)
D-1:  54mm and smaller
D-2:  55mm to 120mm
D-3:  120mm and larger
D-4:  Fantasy Figures; Horror, Human and Alien
D-5:  Animal, all scales and types, includes real, alien creatures and prehistoric representations.

DIORAMAS, VIGNETTES, and SHADOW BOXES

E-1:  1/72 and smaller
E-2:  1/48 scale
E-3:  1/35 and larger
         A model in this class is defined as "A group of miniatures that tell a story". For example, a
         "manned" tank (or any other miniature) on a base is not considered a diorama unless the 
         actions/interactions of the crew, or other included items, convey a message or a story line. 



SHIPS

F-1:  Sail or Human Powered, all scales, all types.
F-2:  1/500 and smaller, Mechanically Powered, all types.
F-3:  1/499 and larger, Mechanically Powered, all types.

AUTOMOTIVE

G-1:  Replica or Factory Stock, Auto and Light Truck - Models must represent factory-built
          vehicles only.
G-2:  Curbside and Slammers - Vehicles without engines, or other details. May have blacked out
          windows.
G-3:  Rods and Customs, 1949 and Older
G-4:  Street Machines and Customs, 1950 and Newer
G-5:  Competition, all types.
G-6:  Trucks, Commercial, and Farm Vehicles - includes cars and light trucks built as     
         commercial vehicles.

BOX BUILD
   
H-1:  All models, any type, built using only kit supplied parts, or aftermarket paint or decals. 
         Models built to IPMS "Out of the Box" rules will be accepted. All BOX BUILD models 
         must be built and displayed with kit instructions.

JUNIOR

J-1:  Age 10 and under, all scales and types
J-2:  Age 11 to 13, all scales and types
J-3:  Age 14 to 17, all scales and types
        Juniors may enter adult Classes but will be judged by adult standards and will be charged
        adult fees.

4Me

K-1:  All models, all types, built by special needs modelers. 4Me modelers may enter regular 
         Classes but will be judged to Class standards.

MISCELLANEOUS

M-1:  For models that deserve to be judged, but do not fit in regular 4M Categories i.e.; paper 
          models, folded metal models, or unique subjects.


